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ABSTRACT
The distributed version control system has become very popular in software development process for years. Many software projects, which are developed by a large group of programmers have been using it to manage their source code. We study on another aspect of applying a distributed version control to keep track the version of other artifacts instead of using just for tracking source code. An application for sharing and creating guitar chords is used in our case study. We apply distributed version control concept in order to interoperate musical ideas from multiple users and preserve the versions of guitar chords with their music styles introduced to the community. The results show how distributed version control system can help guitarists to collaborate on creating guitar chords and also reduce the redundancy of derivative versions. This study has approved that distributed version control system can be applied to any projects that need to keep track the version of their artifacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ultimate-guitar.com is a large guitarist community website that has a large number of guitar tablature. Due to the large amount of tablatures, overlapped (same) songs and many derivative versions are usually submitted to the archives. As a result, users are having a problem on how to choose a song. Moreover, if some parts in a guitar chord are incorrect, guitarists cannot continue to play the guitar chord. Since the current guitar chord archives do not provide the permission to edit an archived chord by anonymous users, the online music communities confront with a severe shortage of contributors and lack of collaboration among guitarists. To solve those problems, we came up with new software called ChordBook, which applies distributed version control system to keep track of guitar chord versions, reduce the redundancy and allow guitarists to do the collaboration.

Today’s software development is usually done in a distributed environment [1]. Many researchers focus on the area and apply this concept to their work. Both Rocco et al [2] and Ladden et al [3] apply distributed version control to the classroom for improving class teaching. One of the common purposes of distributed version control is to enable groups of people work together on any kind of files without necessarily being connected to a common network. They can change, archive, merge, branch or synchronize files of which the system keeps a history. Another purpose is archiving and backup so any files in the system should be safe and free of data-loss.

In section 2, we purpose the architecture and key designs of ChordBook. In section 3, we demonstrate the software and show the empirical study on the application of distributed version control system. And we conclude everything up in section 4.

2. DESIGN
The architecture of ChordBook is separated into two parts. The first part is the software for guitarists to create and share guitar chords. The software is developed as an iPad application due to the portability. The second part is a server repository. It acts itself as a guitar chords archive, provides necessity services for communicating with a client-side application.

The architecture of ChordBook is based on four keys as follows:

1. Contribution – According to gain more guitar chords into the archive, we need to have more contribution from guitarists. ChordBook allows guitarists to easily distribute their guitar chords to the archive.

2. Distribution – According to guitarists are spread all over the world and guitar chords can be done by many guitarists, the server side will be able to keep track of versions and also have a good method to distribute the guitar chords.

3. Availability – ChordBook allow users to check out the songs that they want and it will automatically download and save them into their local storage.

4. Collaboration – A million heads is better than one. Guitarists are able to access any song sheets, which are shared on the server via ChordBook. If other guitarists notice there is a mistake in a song sheet or if they have more information on the song, they will be able to edit the song or provide more in-depth explanations. This collaboration key allows guitarists to help each other to create a better guitar chord.

In the ChordBook client, we use SQLite database as a local repository on iPad to keep track of versions of song sheets. Song sheets will be stored in the database as ASCII text based format as shown in Figure 1. ChordBook allows users to have various versions of song by creating branches for it. Figure 2 shows that a
user can create an acoustic version of the song, which is based on the original one. When the user is done with the song sheet and is ready to share or publish it, he/she can push that song sheet to the server repository. Users do not need moderators or system administrators to ask for a right to access repositories. The distribution process and rights management are done by guitarists among themselves. As a result, no special write access and no political are needed.

3. DEMONSTRATION

The goal of our demonstration is to show how ChordBook can facilitate distributed version control concept in several aspects and discuss the potential applications that are feasible using distributed version control.

To combine musical ideas among guitarists, we get started from “clone” to download song sheet from server to iPad. If user notices there is a mistake or if he/she would like to provide more information on the song, then the user can edit the song, provide more in-depth explanations or discuss it among users. During the mediation, one can “commit” to his/her iPad to keep track of versions in local repository. If a user prefers to distribute or publish his/her guitar chord to the Internet, he/she can “push” the guitar chord to the server. If the server finds a related song title name, the server will return a set of the result to the user. We believe that human decision can solve the problem of similar song titles repeatedly created. If the guitar chord is completely new to the server, it will be accepted right away. For an updated version, the server will first check whether that song version is up to date. If it is not, this version will conflict and users will be guided to have discussions among users. ChordBook also have two ways to handle a spam and malicious users. First, the system allows users to report a spam and then will send a request to a moderator. Second, if the system detects some frequently changed or updated guitar chords within minutes, it will lock the song to be edited automatically and stop the update from users for 24 hours.

To avoid the duplication of song titles when there are more than one guitarists want to create the song and commit it into ChordBook, the distributed version control will prohibit the duplication of song titles to be created on the server.

To handle various types of a song as shown in figure 2, e.g., Hotel California will be able to create just once but ChordBook will allow this song to have many types of itself (i.e., acoustic, classic and etc.) using branch to represent types of that song.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described an empirical study on an application of distributed version control to music community. This application is novel in the sense that it fully utilizes a version control to keep track versions of guitar chord song sheets in chord archives. Our study could be applied to other artifact creations that need collaboration among users to keep track the versions of the artifact itself. For the future work we are planning to extend ChordBook to effectively treat other music instrument, enhance flexibility and scalability of the user interface.
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